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A new, up-dated edition of the classic Manual of Clinical Oncology: an excellent sourcebook for practitioners and ba- sic textbook
for medical students.
Offers entries on 24 of the significant archetypes of horror and the supernatural, from the classical epics of Homer to the novels of
Stephen King.
Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques provides the concepts and techniques in processing gathered data or information, which
will be used in various applications. Specifically, it explains data mining and the tools used in discovering knowledge from the
collected data. This book is referred as the knowledge discovery from data (KDD). It focuses on the feasibility, usefulness,
effectiveness, and scalability of techniques of large data sets. After describing data mining, this edition explains the methods of
knowing, preprocessing, processing, and warehousing data. It then presents information about data warehouses, online analytical
processing (OLAP), and data cube technology. Then, the methods involved in mining frequent patterns, associations, and
correlations for large data sets are described. The book details the methods for data classification and introduces the concepts
and methods for data clustering. The remaining chapters discuss the outlier detection and the trends, applications, and research
frontiers in data mining. This book is intended for Computer Science students, application developers, business professionals, and
researchers who seek information on data mining. Presents dozens of algorithms and implementation examples, all in pseudocode and suitable for use in real-world, large-scale data mining projects Addresses advanced topics such as mining objectrelational databases, spatial databases, multimedia databases, time-series databases, text databases, the World Wide Web, and
applications in several fields Provides a comprehensive, practical look at the concepts and techniques you need to get the most
out of your data
This book presents the state of art in the field of microbial zoonoses and sapronoses. It could be used as a textbook or manual in
microbiology and medical zoology for students of human and veterinary medicine, including Ph.D. students, and for biomedicine
scientists and medical practitioners and specialists as well. Surprisingly, severe zoonoses and sapronoses still appear that are
either entirely new (e.g., SARS), newly recognized (Lyme borreliosis), resurging (West Nile fever in Europe), increasing in
incidence (campylobacterosis), spatially expanding (West Nile fever in the Americas), with a changing range of hosts and/or
vectors, with changing clinical manifestations or acquiring antibiotic resistance. The collective term for those diseases is
(re)emerging infections, and most of them represent zoonoses and sapronoses (the rest are anthroponoses). The number of
known zoonotic and sapronotic pathogens of humans is continually growing ? over 800 today. In the introductory part, short
characteristics are given of infectious and epidemic process, including the role of environmental factors, possibilities of their
epidemiological surveillance, and control. Much emphasis is laid on ecological aspects of these diseases (haematophagous
vectors and their life history; vertebrate hosts of zoonoses; habitats of the agents and their geographic distribution; natural focality
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of diseases). Particular zoonoses and sapronoses are then characterized in the following brief paragraphs: source of human
infection; animal disease; transmission mode; human disease; epidemiology; diagnostics; therapy; geographic distribution.
Since the publication of the Institute of Medicine (IOM) report Clinical Practice Guidelines We Can Trust in 2011, there has been
an increasing emphasis on assuring that clinical practice guidelines are trustworthy, developed in a transparent fashion, and based
on a systematic review of the available research evidence. To align with the IOM recommendations and to meet the new
requirements for inclusion of a guideline in the National Guidelines Clearinghouse of the Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality (AHRQ), American Psychiatric Association (APA) has adopted a new process for practice guideline development. Under
this new process APA's practice guidelines also seek to provide better clinical utility and usability. Rather than a broad overview of
treatment for a disorder, new practice guidelines focus on a set of discrete clinical questions of relevance to an overarching subject
area. A systematic review of evidence is conducted to address these clinical questions and involves a detailed assessment of
individual studies. The quality of the overall body of evidence is also rated and is summarized in the practice guideline. With the
new process, recommendations are determined by weighing potential benefits and harms of an intervention in a specific clinical
context. Clear, concise, and actionable recommendation statements help clinicians to incorporate recommendations into clinical
practice, with the goal of improving quality of care. The new practice guideline format is also designed to be more user friendly by
dividing information into modules on specific clinical questions. Each module has a consistent organization, which will assist users
in finding clinically useful and relevant information quickly and easily. This new edition of the practice guidelines on psychiatric
evaluation for adults is the first set of the APA's guidelines developed under the new guideline development process. These
guidelines address the following nine topics, in the context of an initial psychiatric evaluation: review of psychiatric symptoms,
trauma history, and treatment history; substance use assessment; assessment of suicide risk; assessment for risk of aggressive
behaviors; assessment of cultural factors; assessment of medical health; quantitative assessment; involvement of the patient in
treatment decision making; and documentation of the psychiatric evaluation. Each guideline recommends or suggests topics to
include during an initial psychiatric evaluation. Findings from an expert opinion survey have also been taken into consideration in
making recommendations or suggestions. In addition to reviewing the available evidence on psychiatry evaluation, each guideline
also provides guidance to clinicians on implementing these recommendations to enhance patient care.
This book, comprising the Instructional Course Lectures delivered at the 18th ESSKA Congress in Glasgow in 2018, provides an
excellent update on current scientific and clinical knowledge in the field of Orthopaedics and Sports Traumatology. A variety of
interesting and controversial topics relating to the shoulder, elbow, hip, knee, and foot are addressed, all of which are very relevant
to the daily practice of orthopaedic surgeons. All of the contributions are written by well-known experts from across the world. The
presentations will enable the reader to gain a better understanding of pathologies and may permit more individualized treatment of
patients. The book will be of interest to clinicians and researchers alike.
Manual of Equine Lameness provides essential information on equine lameness diagnostics and treatment in an easy-to-use
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format ideal for the clinical setting. A clinically relevant distillation of topics from Adams and Stashak's Lameness in Horses, this
text offers a quick introduction and fast access to key information. An accompanying DVD includes practical supplements,
including additional anatomical images, video clips demonstrating key procedures such as perineural and intrasynovial injections,
and examples of lameness conditions in motion. Designed for use in daily practice, the book is presented in brief chapters
carefully formatted to maximize the usefulness for practicing veterinarians. Manual of Equine Lameness is an invaluable resource
to any veterinarian treating lameness in horses and an ideal reference for veterinary students wanting to learn the fundamentals of
lameness.
Food and agriculture is an important component in the development and survival of civilizations. Around half of the world’s population and
their economies are influenced by agricultural farm production. Plant diseases take as much as a 30 percent toll of the crop harvest if not
managed properly and efficiently. Bacterial diseases of crop plants are important in plant disease scenarios worldwide and are observed on
all kinds of cultivated and commercial value plants including cereals, pulses, oilseeds, fruits, vegetables, cash crops, plantation crops, spices,
ornamentals and flowering plant, forage crop, forest trees, and lawn grasses. Bacterial diseases are widespread and are difficult to identify
and to control. Few pesticides are available for use in control, and many plant pathologists are not well trained in the management of bacterial
diseases. Bacterial Diseases of Crop Plants offers concise information on bacterial diseases of crops, proving a valuable asset to students,
scientists in industry and academia, farmers, extension workers, and those who deal with crops that are vulnerable to bacterial diseases. The
book contains 13 chapters featuring bacterial diseases of individual crops and is illustrated with full color photographs throughout providing
amazing characterization of the diseases. It also includes information on bacterial diseases that appear on different crops across the
continents, thereby making the content of interest to plant pathologists around the world. Bacterial diseases are of great economic concern,
and their importance in overall losses caused by various other pathogens, such as fungi and viruses, is often undermined in developing
countries.
This volume contains the technical papers presented in the seven high-quality workshops associated with the European Conference on
Service-Oriented and Cloud Computing, ESOCC 2015, held in Taormina, Italy, in September 2015: Third International Workshop on Cloud for
IoT (CLloT 2015), 5th International Workshop on Adaptive Services for the Future Internet (WAS4FI 2015), Second Workshop on Seamless
Adaptive Multi-cloud Management of Service-Based Applications (SeaClouds 2015), First International Workshop on Cloud Adoption and
Migration (CloudWay 2015), First International Workshop on Digital Enterprise Architecture and Engineering (IDEA 2015), First Workshop on
Federated Cloud Networking (FedCloudNet 2015). Abstracts of the presentations held at the European Projects Forum (EU Projects 2015)
are included in the back matter of this volume. The 25 full papers and 6 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 48
submissions. They focus on specific topics in service-oriented and cloud computing domains such as limits and /or advantages of existing
cloud solutions, Future Internet technologies, efficient and adaptive deployment and management of service-based applications across
multiple clouds, novel cloud service migration practices and solutions, digitization of enterprises in the cloud computing era, federated cloud
networking services.
Printers nowadays are having to learn new technologies if they are to remain competitive. This innovative, practical manual is specifically
designed to cater to these training demands. Written by an expert in the field, the Handbook is unique in covering the entire spectrum of
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modern print media production. Despite its comprehensive treatment, it remains an easy-to-use, single-volume reference, with all the
information clearly structured and readily retrievable. The author covers both traditional as well as computer-aided technologies in all stages
of production, as well as electronic media and multimedia. He also deals with training, research, strategies and trends, showing readers how
to implement the latest methods. With 1,200 pages, containing 1,500 illustrations - over half in colour - the Handbook conveys the current
state of technology together with its specific terminology. The accompanying CD-ROM includes the entire manual in fully searchable form,
plus additional software tools. Invaluable information for both beginners and "old hands" in printing works, publishing houses, trade
associations, the graphics industry, and their suppliers.
This book provides detailed information on functional anatomy, physical examination, and clinical radiology of the knee with a view to
enabling the clinician to identify the most suitable treatment approach to different knee joint pathologies. In addition, the arthroscopic
treatment techniques most frequently employed in patients with these conditions are described, with presentation of numerous arthroscopic
images detailing characteristic findings. Knee joint pathologies today represent a significant challenge owing to the complexity of the injuries
suffered, rising activity levels, and high patient expectations. A proper physical examination plays an important role in diagnosis. The surgeon
who has the opportunity to conduct a clinical evaluation must fully understand the role of radiological evaluations, and assessment by a
radiology expert is also necessary. In all cases, knowledge of the normal anatomy and its correlation with clinical and radiological findings is
fundamental to correct diagnosis and treatment selection. Surgeons and trainees with an interest in knee joint pathologies will find this book
to be an excellent, richly illustrated educational guide to the subject.
A guide for constructing and using composite indicators for policy makers, academics, the media and other interested parties. In particular,
this handbook is concerned with indicators which compare and rank country performance.
Includes subject section, name section, and 1968-1970, technical reports.
Addressing the open problem of engineering normative open systems using the multi-agent paradigm, normative open systems are explained
as systems in which heterogeneous and autonomous entities and institutions coexist in a complex social and legal framework that can evolve
to address the different and often conflicting objectives of the many stakeholders involved. Presenting a software engineering approach which
covers both the analysis and design of these kinds of systems, and which deals with the open issues in the area, ROMAS (Regulated Open
Multi-Agent Systems) defines a specific multi-agent architecture, meta-model, methodology and CASE tool. This CASE tool is based on
Model-Driven technology and integrates the graphical design with the formal verification of some properties of these systems by means of
model checking techniques. Utilizing tables to enhance reader insights into the most important requirements for designing normative open
multi-agent systems, the book also provides a detailed and easy to understand description of the ROMAS approach and the advantages of
using ROMAS. This method is illustrated with case studies, in which the reader may develop a comprehensive understanding of applying
ROMAS to a given problem. The case studies are presented with illustrations of the developments. Reading this book will help readers to
understand the increasing demand for normative open systems and their development requirements; understand how multi-agent systems
approaches can be used to deal with the development of systems of this kind; to learn an easy to use and complete engineering method for
large-scale and complex normative systems and to recognize how Model-Driven technology can be used to integrate the analysis, design,
verification and implementation of multi-agent systems.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on the Unified Modeling Language, 2000, held in York,
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UK in October 2000. The 36 revised full papers presented together with two invited papers and three panel outlines were carefully reviewed
and selected from 102 abstracts and 82 papers submitted. The book offers topical sections on use cases, enterprise applications,
applications, roles, OCL tools, meta-modeling, behavioral modeling, methodology, actions and constraints, patterns, architecture, and state
charts.
Quarterly accession lists; beginning with Apr. 1893, the bulletin is limited to "subject lists, special bibliographies, and reprints or facsimiles of
original documents, prints and manuscripts in the Library," the accessions being recorded in a separate classified list, Jan.-Apr. 1893, a
weekly bulletin Apr. 1893-Apr. 1894, as well as a classified list of later accessions in the last number published of the bulletin itself (Jan.
1896)
The American Joint Committee on Cancer's Cancer Staging Manual is used by physicians throughout the world to diagnose cancer and
determine the extent to which cancer has progressed. All of the TNM staging information included in this Sixth Edition is uniform between the
AJCC (American Joint Committee on Cancer) and the UICC (International Union Against Cancer). In addition to the information found in the
Handbook, the Manual provides standardized data forms for each anatomic site, which can be utilized as permanent patient records, enabling
clinicians and cancer research scientists to maintain consistency in evaluating the efficacy of diagnosis and treatment. The CD-ROM
packaged with each Manual contains printable copies of each of the book’s 45 Staging Forms.
CD includes pdf version of the print book plus supplementary Excel spreadsheets and a library of related TCRP publications.
With the background of the 10 years' existence of the European Public Health Association (EUPHA) the present book deals with the
developments and results of European Public Health in Science and Practice. The contributions involve actual aspects and issues of different
topics in Public Health: - Health care management and quality assurance in various settings - Health promotion and prevention for different
population groups - Health related information and communication - Health care policy and science.
In his bestselling book Emergence, Derek Rydall helps you throw aside the self-help books and recognize one simple, radical truth: the
answer is already in you. The harder we try to change, the deeper in the hole we get. We find a new partner but have the same old fights. We
strive for an ever-bigger paycheck but end up broke at a higher income bracket. This is what happens when the basic principle of life—the Law
of Emergence—is disrupted, stopping you from knowing that you are the perfect you. Like an acorn is a perfect acorn that becomes a perfect
oak tree, there is not a part of you from beginning to end that isn't exactly what you should be. The Law of Emergence provides the
foundation to re-engage with this ancient principle. In this seven-stage framework, spiritual life coach Derek Rydall shows that we aren’t
lacking anything; everything we need to fulfill our full potential is already inside us. Backed by an ancient truth that has largely been lost,
Rydall changes the conversation around how to achieve your potential by showing you how to activate the genius already in you and
empower your purpose in life. If you are struggling to improve something about yourself—your health, your mindset, your relationships, then
Emergence is the book and Derek is the teacher you have been waiting for.
The latest knowledge for all those dealing with arthroscopic diagnosis and treatment. A standardised structure of the individual chapters
facilitates the retrieval of information: diagnosis, therapeutic management including decision-making for conservative and operative treatment,
arthroscopic results and surgical techniques. The latter are described in a practical step-by-step manner. 2,000 brilliant figures illustrate each
operative step. This comprehensive manual includes rare conditions and provides detailed information on tricks and pitfalls.
The single most comprehensive resource for environmental microbiology Environmental microbiology, the study of the roles that microbes
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play in all planetary environments, is one of the most important areas of scientific research. The Manual of Environmental Microbiology,
Fourth Edition, provides comprehensive coverage of this critical and growing field. Thoroughly updated and revised, the Manual is the
definitive reference for information on microbes in air, water, and soil and their impact on human health and welfare. Written in accessible,
clear prose, the manual covers four broad areas: general methodologies, environmental public health microbiology, microbial ecology, and
biodegradation and biotransformation. This wealth of information is divided into 18 sections each containing chapters written by
acknowledged topical experts from the international community. Specifically, this new edition of the Manual Contains completely new sections
covering microbial risk assessment, quality control, and microbial source tracking Incorporates a summary of the latest methodologies used
to study microorganisms in various environments Synthesizes the latest information on the assessment of microbial presence and microbial
activity in natural and artificial environments The Manual of Environmental Microbiology is an essential reference for environmental
microbiologists, microbial ecologists, and environmental engineers, as well as those interested in human diseases, water and wastewater
treatment, and biotechnology.
This second revised and enlarged edition addresses current techniques concerned with the implementation of the AO/ASIF System in small
animal orthopaedic surgery. Surgeons who have used the system over the years have now considerable knowledge and experience which
they have made available in this text. The same individuals have designed and modified special implants which are now available to the
Small Animal Orthopaedic Surgeon. Sections have been added or modified concerned with severe trauma, implant removal and a system for
recording fracture type and treatment. The book will serve to inform the experienced surgeon of the current situation, and at the same time it
is still a basic text for the newcomer to veterinary small animal orthopaedics in general and the AO/ASIF system in particular.
Assistive Technology Service Delivery: A Practical Guide for Disability and Employment Professionals provides professionals working in
vocational rehabilitation with the guidelines and methodologies they need to carry out their daily work at a high standard. Crucially, the
techniques and tools described in the book are based on evidence gathered in rigorous research. Chapters cover an introduction to the
accommodations system, the role of assistive technology as an accommodation and evidence-based practice in vocational rehabilitation, the
service delivery process, from referral, through technology procurement and implementation, to the monitoring of outcomes. Drawing on their
extensive experience, the authors then present techniques, tools and tips for assistive technology service delivery, with illustrative case study
examples. Written with practicing assistive technology professionals and students in mind, this book translates technical knowledge into
content that professionals can understand and readily apply. Presented in a highly accessible style that translates technical knowledge into
content that practicing professionals can understand and readily apply Based on evidence-based practice, giving the reader the evidence to
support the application of assistive technology in vocational rehabilitation Written by highly-regarded assistive technology professionals who
share their hands-on experience of applying the techniques, tools and tips covered in the book
In a specialized field such as neurosurgery, highly specific knowledge is required. Training programs in the EU vary, making it difficult to
standardize medical training. This manual forms the basis for a European consensus in neurosurgery. It is written for residents, students and
physicians with a special interest in neurosurgery. Diagnostic and therapeutic procedures are detailed according to localization (cranial,
spinal, peripheral nerves) with special consideration given to congenital defects and pediatric neurosurgical disorders, functional and
stereotactic neurosurgery, as well as critical neurosurgical care. Each chapter contains the basics of anatomy and physiology. The book is
well-organized and clearly structured according to each entity and its neurosurgical treatment options. A better understanding of specific
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neurosurgical problems will help practicing neurosurgeons provide better medical care for their patients, and will also provide the
neurosurgery resident with a reliable European standard for step-by-step management of neurosurgical problems, which will prove useful
when preparing for the board examination.
Brinker, Piermattei and Flo's Handbook of Small Animal Orthopedics and Fracture RepairElsevier Health Sciences
The constant growth of the world’s population and the decline of the availability of land and soil resources are global concerns for food
security. Other concerns are the decrease in productivity and delivery of essential ecosystems services because of the decline of soil quality
and health by a range of degradation processes. Key soil properties like soil bulk density, organic carbon concentration, plant available water
capacity, infiltration rate, air porosity at field moisture capacity, and nutrient reserves, are crucial properties for soil functionality which refers
to the capacity of soil to perform numerous functions. These functions are difficult to measure directly and are estimated through indices of
soil quality and soil health. Soil degradation, its extent and severity, can also be estimated by assessing indices of soil quality and health.
"Geospatial Technology for Land Degradation Assessment and Management" uses satellite imagery and remote sensing technologies to
measure landscape parameters and terrain attributes. Remote sensing and geospatial technologies are important tools in assessing the
extent and the severity of land and soil degradation, their temporal changes, and geospatial distribution in a timely and cost-effective manner.
The knowledge presented in the book by Dr. R.S. Dwivedi shows how remote sensing data can be utilized for inventorying, assessing, and
monitoring affected ecosystems and how this information can be integrated in the models of different local settings. Through many land
degradations studies, land managers, researchers, and policymakers will find practical applications of geospatial technologies and future
challenges. The information presented is also relevant to advancing the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations towards global
food security.
This newly expanded and updated second edition of the best-selling classic continues to take the "mystery" out of designing algorithms, and
analyzing their efficacy and efficiency. Expanding on the first edition, the book now serves as the primary textbook of choice for algorithm
design courses while maintaining its status as the premier practical reference guide to algorithms for programmers, researchers, and
students. The reader-friendly Algorithm Design Manual provides straightforward access to combinatorial algorithms technology, stressing
design over analysis. The first part, Techniques, provides accessible instruction on methods for designing and analyzing computer
algorithms. The second part, Resources, is intended for browsing and reference, and comprises the catalog of algorithmic resources,
implementations and an extensive bibliography. NEW to the second edition: • Doubles the tutorial material and exercises over the first edition
• Provides full online support for lecturers, and a completely updated and improved website component with lecture slides, audio and video •
Contains a unique catalog identifying the 75 algorithmic problems that arise most often in practice, leading the reader down the right path to
solve them • Includes several NEW "war stories" relating experiences from real-world applications • Provides up-to-date links leading to the
very best algorithm implementations available in C, C++, and Java
This text describes and illustrates with some 700 detailed anatomic and surgical drawings the whole spectrum of surgical procedures
employed to treat acquired and congenital diseases of the heart and great vessels in adults and children. A rather traditional chapter on
history of cardiac surgery precedes chapters dedicated to quality improvement, followed by ICU management in adult and pediatric cardiac
surgery, and techniques of extracorporeal circulation in both age groups. Further special topics are cardiovascular tissue engineering,
minimally invasive cardiac surgery, endovascular treatment of aortic diseases, and cardiac assist devices, including total artificial heart.
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Written by 71 internationally recognized experts from 40 cardiac units in Central Europe and North America, this book will be invaluable not
only for both novice and experienced surgeons, but also for all physicians, nurses, and technicians caring for patients with heart disease of
any type, at any age.
Revision of: Brinker, Piermattei, and Flo's handbook of small animal orthopedics and fracture repair / Donald L. Piermattei, Gretchen L. Flo,
Charles E. DeCamp. c2006. 4th ed.
Quantitative measures of international exchange have historically focused on trade in tangible products or capital. However, services have
recently become a larger portion of developed economies and international trade, and will only increase in the future. In International Trade in
Services and Intangibles in the Era of Globalization, Marshall Reinsdorf and Matthew J. Slaughter examine new and emerging patterns of
trade, especially the growing importance of transactions involving services or intangible assets such as intellectual property. A distinguished
team of contributors analyzes the challenges involved in measuring trade in intangibles, the comparative advantages enjoyed by United
States service industries, and the heightened international competition for jobs, capital investment, economic growth, and tax revenue that
results from trade in services. This comprehensive volume will be necessary reading for scholars seeking to understand the rapidly changing
global economy.
This book is a comprehensive journey through the pathogenesis and treatment of meniscal pathology. It details the elements that are
necessary to properly understand, diagnose, and treat meniscal tears, ranging from vertical tears to radial tears and root avulsions.
Treatment techniques are thoroughly described and illustrated, with presentation of the latest evidence on outcomes. The algorithmic
treatment of meniscal tears has undergone a rapid transformation. We have progressed from the initial treatments involving removal of the
meniscus using an open technique, to the performance of partial meniscectomies and complex meniscal repairs by means of an arthroscopic
technique. The current treatment goal is to maintain the biology and mechanical integrity of this vital knee structure, an aim too often
disregarded by past generations of surgeons. An explosion of new knowledge, coupled with advances in arthroscopic and surgical
technology, has paved the way for wider application of approaches that help to preserve the meniscus, in the hope of preventing or delaying
the development of knee arthritis. This book will have utility for all clinicians who treat meniscal lesions and will serve as a valuable resource
for years to come.
Practice of otology today, requires a contemporary knowledge base, coupled with concurrent skill sets, and tempered with familiarity of the
technological advances. This manual has been designed to address these three domains, making it a ready reference to guide specialists on
the standards of care in practice. The chapters explore the current concepts, with a background of past practices, touching upon the basics of
anatomy and physiology before dealing with clinical conditions and their management, covering specific clinical scenarios to develop a patientoriented approach in the readers using evidence-based guidelines. Key Features Focuses on clinical scenarios, decision making and current
concepts, providing patient-based scenarios which are relevant to all surgeons practicing otology. Serves as a companion guide to standards
of care for Otologists, neurotologists, otorhinolaryngologists, young surgeons and senior residents. Discusses various controversies in this
field and provides a general consensus/guideline which is likely to be acceptable to most practitioners
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